
 

 

 

BUNNY VISOR 
YOU WILL NEED: 

 TEMPLATES PROVIDED 

TOOLS: 

 SCISSORS / HOT GLUE GUN and GLUE 

STOCK: 

 STICKO FELT SHEETS – WHITE (ITEM 50546) X 2 

 STICKO FELT SHEET – PINK (ITEM 50550) X 1 

 FELT for underside of visor – personal choice 

(example ITEM 50677 x 1 - White with lime dots) 

 JOGGLE EYES (25mm stick-on) x 2 (ITEM 49029) 

 HOOK & LOOP (WHITE 20mm sew-on) x 1 (ITEM 

12236) 

 CHENILLE STICKS (used silver 3mm ITEM 49006) 

other colours available (whiskers) 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Cut out pieces as per templates provided (templates show how many pieces and from what stock listed 

above) 

2. Stick the two pieces of teeth together to give them stiffness 

3. Stick the two pieces of white main ears together to give them stiffness (you should have two ears from the 

four pieces) 

4. Stick the pink inner ear onto the centre of the white main ears about 1cm from top tip of ear 

5. Cut about 8cm of hook and loop (this may have to vary according to the size of head the visor is meant for – 

can be trimmed down after assembly) 

6. Peel paper from back of white STICKO visor and lay felt side down on table 

7. Place the teeth onto the sticky side of the visor so the top flat side is just above the mouth slit and the teeth 

hang down past the visor 

8. Place the bottom part of the ears (with pink side facing the table) onto the sticky TOP side of the visor about 

6cm apart. Use the mouth slit as a centre guide. 

9. Stick 2cm of the end of the hook down onto one side and the loop to the opposite side at the ends of the 

visor. 

10. Finally, to finish the main visor off, stick down your coloured or patterned felt on top of all of this to seal 

everything in place. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

11. Now turn your visor over and make the face. 

12. Peel paper off the back of your nose piece and stick it pointy side down at the top of the mouth slit 

13. Peel sticky paper off the back of your joggle eyes and stick them to the side of the top of the nose 

14. With a pen highlight the slit of the mouth by tracing the edge 

15. Make your whiskers using a 3mm chenille stick. Cut one stick into 6 even pieces and hot glue three on each 

side of the top of the mouth slit. Using slit as centre point should be about 1cm between both sides of 

whiskers. 




